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Musica gratis apple

Music changed Apple. It started with an iPod, and today the iPhone is the most used device to listen to music. This knows (and keep an eye on iTunes competitors) a few months ago when Apple announced Apple Music for iPhone and all Apple devices, including iTunes (Windows and OS X) android. And right away it's with a big differential, 3 months free for all new subscribers. The service is similar to the
famous competitors, Deezer and Spotify, and you have the right to pay a fixed amount a month, and listen to 30 million (i.e. millions!) songs right on an iPhone or other compatible device. When Apple also faced strong competitors, prices and a collection of songs. Read also: ~ For Us Brazil, Apple Music costs USD $4.99 (individual) or USD $7.99 (family, up to 6 people). It's cheaper than its competitors.
Another competitive advantage is that Apple Music works directly on your phone, without installing native applications, that is, and can easily connect to accessories such as car sounds. But honestly, my first justification (the first 3 free months) is already more than enough for testing Apple Music on your iPhone. And for this article, let me know your tips! 1 – Our tips on how to sign up for Apple Music for free
on the iPhone are logically dedicated for iPhone owners (in the 4S). So grab your iPhone, follow the images and text below. Registering during the trial period is very simple and fast, but you must have a credit card associated with your Apple ID. Then, if you go from your iPhone (or any device with iOS) to the music app, you'll see a banner that says about the service as shown in the first picture. Click the
pink button to start a 3-month free trial and go to the page and select Signature. I use my iPhone in English, so the images are in English. Prices in Brazil are $4.99 (ind) and $7.99 (fam) as we say, there are personal or family options. You can see that the image price is different from what we talked about above, because my account in the App Store is American, that's the practice price in the US (yes!
here in Brazil we have Apple Music and pay cheaper than in the US). Prices charged in Brazil are the same as those mentioned above, with USD $4.99 (individual) and USD $7.99 (up to 6 families). Images taken on the Internet proving the price of Apple Music in Brazil are worth highlighting it's family planning, and it's the best cost benefit. Sharing this plan with at least one family member is already
cheaper than an individual, and if you share it with 6 people, Apple Music will cost almost $1! Images taken from the Internet proving the price of Apple Music in Brazil 2 - Does Apple Music offer it differently for the iPhone? As we have already said in general, Apple Music is a very cool service and has access to more than 30 huge collections Of the track. Radio stations according to their musical tastes, as
well as the famous Beats1 radio (e.g., Joben fans!) are commanded by DJs who play great songs 24 hours a day. In addition, you can download your favorite songs to listen offline, which is very useful when you are away. Another interesting thing is that this app is native. Let's compare it to Digger. If you want to download a song from Deezer and play it on another iPhone player, it's not available because
it's not available. Apple Music is native, you can use any player on your iPhone to play songs. And the same logic extends to iPads, PCs and Macs. 3 - Can I use it on one or more iDevices? Example! That is one of the great advantages of streaming services: libraries are available on multiple devices, so you can put Apple Music on your device as much as you want, including Android. When you organize a
list on your iPhone, it goes to all devices and deadducks, and vice versa. 4 – Another highlight is Apple Music Connect, which is an attempt at social music networking, that connects you and artists directly. I can say that it is working very well. Several domestic and international artists leave exclusive music. Apart from that, artists who are not too famous may also appear there. In addition to connecting,
Apple Music suggests a good artist for you, depending on your music preferences. And it also has a tab called New. Every day, new songs appear, and some artists get a chance to play hits as soon as they are released. Is it easy to cancel? Example! If you don't like it and don't want to pay for Apple Music after 3 months for free we are so easy to write an article. (Link) 5 - Do I need to sign? If you haven't
tried the music streaming service yet, the answer is a huge SIM. After the test period (3 months), you will have to pay $4.99 a month, which offers something around R$18 with today's exchange, it's a well-accepted value for the convenience you offer. To subscribe, tap the banner below: But even if you're using Deezer or Spotify, it's a good idea to try 3 free months and decide which of the three is best for
you or your family. Then there's a hint! If you have any questions, simply leave a comment below or on your Facebook page!  song is very important for many people, it is important to listen during the day, take a long trip or improve the atmosphere. They provide a great time with the people we love and provide a pleasant feeling in the environment. If you're an iPhone user A good song would fall very
well, but listening to them had nothing to do with it. To do this, you choose an app that allows you to download music directly to your phone and take them anywhere you want. With this in mind, Cissa Magazine has compiled a list of security apps that you can find your favorite playlists and listen to offline. Most of them have versions for subscribers, others are already free, but no doubt all are directed at the
same goal. The best app to download music to the iPhone 1. If you're looking for a great app to download to listen to Apple Music music or enjoy offline, Apple Music is sure to help you! This app is likely to already offer integrated into the iPhone itself, so you don't need to download. To use Apple Music, all you have to do is open it on your smartphone and create an account with data. After this, you will be
rewarded for the free month of one app that started the sign-up process after exiting, leaving you feel free to download and listen to all the songs you want on your smartphone. In addition to a very simple and intuitive interface, the app also has many other features like: more than 50 million songs without ads; Artists create their own releases; Download music to listen offline; Intelligent adaptation to your
music style. 2. Spotify This is probably one of the most famous streaming apps of all platforms. Its very advanced availability of options and music highlights exactly the various possibilities among others, also for your iPhone. If your ad isn't used the way you want it to, you can subscribe to the paid version, which allows you to download songs and listen to them offline. The app also allows you to create
playlists that can be used for your music tastes, as well as create your own, in the way that you best suit. Enjoy good music in the presence of your loved ones or get distracted on a long trip directly from the Spotify company and iPhone! 3. Another very famous streaming app available on the Deezer iPhone is Deezer. A simple and intuitive interface puts the third on our list of course. And nothing, nothing,
because this app can use more than 53 million tracks to play offline. Like other apps, Deezer is also one free version and a subscriber-only version, which allows you to listen to all your favorite songs at any time directly from your iPhone! Deezer even has a feature called Flow, which allows you to create your own playlists as well as receive recommendations for songs, tops the populartops and the best of
the week. All of these features are available in premium and family packages. Application via iPhone. 4. Spinrilla here we show a little different from others for your iPhone, this app is aimed at more hip hop lovers, a huge catalog of style tracks as well as peace of mind and wherever your favorite artists are! Unlike others, Spinrilla has a free and subscriber version, so you can listen to your favorite songs
from anywhere. Anything like enjoying a good place in the company of your beloved playlist, is it? Spinrilla has huge track and mixtape options, not to mention built-in radio features that allow you to know new music, updates from your favorite artists, etc.: even listening to music offline; equalizer for the adjustment of bass and treble; playlists and preferences associated with your account; A list of trends at
the top; You can follow the artist to stay at the top of the release. 5. Another indication of Google Play Music is Google Play Music, which many smartphone users should be inside, because it is practically integrated into all devices. And the big difference with this app is that, as well as having the possibility to download music to listen offline to your iPhone, it can still be used as an audio player. With Google
Play Music, one of the only features that the paid version offers is the possibility to download songs. Besides that, the app works free, very useful for listening to songs you own on your smartphone as well. This app also leaves you with ease, via the subscriber version, connecting to YouTube music, playing YouTube songs in the background, and even locked iPhone screens. 6.MP3 If you have room for
those who love stage hip hop, you should also be for those who love country music and want to know a little more about bands and songs apart from all styles. This app keeps you connected with the most diverse music styles, from the bands that have released their most famous songs. And unlike others, MP3 steps allow you to download your preferred tracks for free. There is no need for sign-ups from
this app, the app still has more than 1 million songs and 116,000 artists from around the world! It is also a great highlight that amateur bands can register to post their songs. All for free, right from the iPhone screen. 7. SoundCloud this other option for your iPhone is somewhat similar to the MP3 step, but national and international music, allowing independent artists from around the world to download or use
their tracks to listen online from anywhere. In this app you can find all kinds of songs, for all tastes, from amateur professionals, to open profiles of each of them, And follow his trajectory. Another very cool feature of SoundCloud is that you can listen to songs as well as podcasts, mixes and various audio, and respect all ratings, organizations and playlists created. Unfortunately, there are no offline
resources. 8. YouTube Music Now, if you are looking for a really complete app for your iPhone, YouTube Music is undoubtedly the most suitable, precisely for the amazing variety of songs and clips from the platform itself. In fact, this app has come in particular to hit back with Spotify and Deezer. Through a huge catalog of songs, including Google Play Music itself, Youtube Music has audio-only versions of
YouTube videos. With this app, you can easily listen and download songs that you rarely find anywhere else than within the platform. In addition, YouTube Music also allows you to listen to music in the background on your iPhone, as well as subscribe to connect all of the features of Google Play Music and YouTube Premium, which allows you to use series and movies anywhere you want. YouTube music
is a very perfect choice, beyond really simple offline music. 9. Amazon Music is another great brand that is also gaining prominence in other routes to the iPhone Amazon, now the streaming platform Amazon Music has arrived. This app allows you to listen to your favorite songs anywhere without an internet connection. Amazon Music offers a catalog full of the most varied styles of songs. This app, like
everyone else, has two versions of subscribers and a free one, limited to features and is available for 3 months. Although the paid version is not lost: unlimited access to more than 60 million songs; Listen to the latest release. Receive personalized notifications; There are no ads. You can listen to as many offline music changes as you want. The Amazon Music app itself has Alexa compatibility as well, and
you can change music, increase or decrease volume, all through voice commands. 10. Tidal this app has garnered very noticeable attention even on the iPhone because it is the creation of rapper Jay-Z, singer Beyonce's husband, especially streaming audio only. With over 60 million songs, this app library is a great reference to win. In addition to playing a huge variety of songs, Tidal also has video on the
platform. And to further enhance your experience, the app includes superior sound quality lossless audio than studio, so you can enjoy music in the best way possible, right from the iPhone. Tidal also gives you the option to migrate all songs to an in-app playlist by sending playlists directly from other streaming services. Besides that this app A subscription service with various advantages, based on all
profiles, you can listen to offline music, anytime, anywhere you want! 11. Napster Napster is another music streaming app that aims you to want to listen to your favorite playlists from where you want, via your iPhone, without the need for an internet connection. Have you ever thought about taking a long trip with your favorite song? With Napster you can download and listen quietly! Unlike others, this app
has a subscription to enjoy offline music features. At Napster Premium you have a collection of over 60 million songs directly from your iPhone, as well as several other features: completely without ads; Download unlimited songs and playlists to listen offline; Find a match musical, find people of similar tastes to your tastes; A global network of listeners with all the songs of the moment; Compatibility with a
wide range of devices including Chromecast, Denon, Wii U, Sonos, etc. 12. Audiomack This is another app for the iPhone that has slightly different suggestions, being a good choice for those who like various music styles, from hip-hop to electronics. Also, you don't have to buy a subscription to download songs offline, because they are all available for free! At Audiomack you have a huge catalog of songs
including more than 6 million songs offline, discarding the need for WiFi. It is important to note that this app also has podcasts and mixtapes, as well as a huge variety of songs available on your iPhone. In this app you can quietly create profiles, save or download your own songs and playlists, along with displays based on your choices and preferences. In Audiomack you know all the songs of your favorite
artists and you can take them wherever you go! Do you use any other applications that you want to see in this list? What do you use and recommend? Let us know in the comments here! And it won't go far yet, here's the best app to listen to music on Android. Android.
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